SpeedScale™
Fast and Accurate

Truck Scale Controller

Improve Performance: Produce accurate weigh records, generate reports
on demand, and prevent vehicle overloads
Improve Profitability: Automatic, hands-free data collection eliminates
the need for a scale house attendant
Speed Weigh Processing: SpeedScale can potentially triple the number
of trucks weighed per day
Reduce Human Error: SpeedScale provides automatic, paperless data
collection
Prevent Fraud: Automatic data collection prevents falsification of load
information
Retrofit: SpeedScale easily retrofits into existing billing and tracking software

When Weight Counts,
you need more than a scale!
SpeedScale™ Overview
SpeedScale simplifies your corporate weighing operations by automating your weigh scale stations.
SpeedScale has been in operation in Fife, WA, for
five years and currently provides service to 56
trucking companies seeking unattended, hands-free,
automatic, multi-axle weighs for their fleet vehicles.
SpeedScale uses IDmicro’s long-range Remote
Intelligent Communications (RIC) tags attached to
participating vehicles to provide unique
identification and scale authorization at distances up
to 40 feet. The SpeedScale service removes the
hassle of paperwork and on-site payment for
individual drivers while maintaining a reliable
electronic copy of each transaction for individual
participants. Individual weighing transactions can
be printed on a receipt and/or electronically passed
to the SpeedScale network service provider for
processing and invoicing on a monthly basis.
Individual account information can be viewed and
maintained via the web.

Site Controller Specification

Product Components

800 MHz PC
256 MB Random Access Memory (RAM)
20 GB Hard Drive
CD ROM Drive
Internal Modem
RS 232 / 4 port PCI adapter
MS Windows 2000 or XP
Avera Visibility™ 4.0

PC W/WIN2000
IDmicro communicator
Outdoor Message board
Receipt Printer
Cabling and Hardware
Avera Visibility software
IDmicro Power Supply
2.45GHz 8db Antenna
Adjustable Antenna Mount

The IDmicro Certified Installer Program guarantees that the installation at your site will run smoothly, and
that a local technician will provide you with ongoing service.
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